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Abstract
We have measured electron impact ionization (EII) for Fe8+ forming Fe9+ from below the
ionization threshold to 1200 eV. These measurements were carried out at the TSR heavy ion
storage ring. The objective of using a storage ring is to store the ion beam initially so that
metastable levels decay, thereby allowing for measurements on a well-defined ground-level ion
beam. In this case, however, some metastable levels were too long lived to be removed. We
discuss several methods for quantifying the metastable fraction, which we estimate to be ∼30%–
40%. Although metastables remain problematic, the present storage ring work improves upon
other experimental geometries by limiting the metastable contamination to only a few long-lived
excited levels. We discuss some future prospects for obtaining improved measurements of Fe8+
and other ions with long-lived metastable levels.
Keywords: laboratory astrophysics, electron impact ionization, cross section, ion storage ring
1. Introduction
The Fe8+ ion is of particular interest for solar and stellar
physics. In collisional ionization equilibrium this ion is most
abundant at about ´7 105K [1]. For studies of the Sun,
emission from this ion probes relatively cool structures in the
solar corona. Several lines from this ion are observed by the
EUV Imaging Spectrometer on the Hinode satellite and are
useful temperature and density diagnostics [2, 3]. The
171.07Å line is also the dominant contribution to the 171Å
bandpass of the atmospheric imaging assembly onboard the
Solar Dynamics Observatory [4]. Lines at shorter wave-
lengths from this ion are observed in other stars by Chandra
(e.g., [5]). Thus, more accurate data for Fe8+ would enable
more precise diagnostics relevant for solar and stellar physics.
Because it is not practical to obtain experimental mea-
surements for every astrophysically relevant ion, most data
have come from theoretical calculations. Such calculations
necessarily make approximations. In order to understand the
consequent limitations of theory, these calculations must be
compared with empirical reality. Measurements, though, are
subject to various systematic uncertainties. One of the major
sources of ambiguity for previous experiments is that the ion
beams contained unknown populations of metastable ions.
The measured collision cross sections are a weighted sum
over those from the metastable and ground states. The pri-
mary advantage of storage-ring measurements is that storing
the ions reduces the metastable population. In many cases, the
ion beam can be made to consist almost only of ground
state ions, permitting unambiguous comparisons with theory.
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Here, for Fe8+, the storage time achievable with present
technology was not adequate to completely eliminate all of
the metastable levels. Nevertheless, storing the ions greatly
reduces the number of contributing levels and makes a
comparison with theory tractable, even if not wholly unam-
biguous. The influence of metastables on our results is
described in detail in below, in section 3.
Here we present measurements of electron impact
ionization (EII) for Ar-like Fe8+ forming Cl-like Fe9+. We
measured the single ionization cross section from 120 eV up
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Kramida et al [6] give the thresholds for ionization of the 3p
and 3s electrons as 233.6 and 269.5 eV, respectively. The
thresholds for direct ionization of the 2p and 2s electrons are
about 978 and 1094 eV, respectively [7]. However, direct
ionization of an electron with principal quantum number
n=2 produces an excited state that relaxes through
autoionization with a probability 90%. This leads to a net
double ionization rather than single ionization. Excitation-
autoionization (EA) forming Fe9+ is also predicted to
contribute to the cross section through the excitation of
n=2 electrons above 650 eV [8–10].
2. Experimental method and analysis
Our cross section measurements were performed using the
TSR heavy ion storage ring [11, 12] located at the Max-
Planck-Institut für Kernphysik in Heidelberg, Germany. The
procedures used here are basically the same as those we have
described for previous EII measurements and are described in
detail in [13–21]. Recombination measurements for Fe8+
were previously performed at TSR by [22], who used similar
methods. Since the procedures have already been described
extensively, we mention here only a few relevant details.
A beam of 56Fe8+ ions was injected into TSR with an
energy of 82.1MeV. The injection of the ions was done in a
series of six pulses spaced 1.47 s apart. After this series of
pulses, the ions were stored for 15 s before the measurements
started. This waiting time allowed all but a few metastable
levels to radiatively relax to the ground level prior to data
collection. During this time the ions were merged with a co-
propagating electron beam, called the Cooler. The electron
beam energy was set to a value suitable for electron cooling,
i.e., corresponding to zero average collision energy with the
circulating ions [23]. After this initial cooling time, electron–
ion collisions were studied at various collision energies by
changing the electron beam energy. The ionized or recom-
bined products of any electron–ion collisions in the
interaction region were separated from the parent beam by a
dipole magnet and directed onto charged-particle counting
detectors, one for ionization measurements and the other for
recombination. Background count rates were obtained by
collecting a reference signal at a fixed relative energy, which
was set below the ionization threshold for collision energies
up to 860 eV. Due to technical limitations, for collision
energies above 860 eV, the reference energy could not be set
so far away from the measurement energy and so the refer-
ence signal at those energies is not purely background. The
correction to the background signal in these cases has been
described in detail in our previous work (e.g., [16]).
The background rate was subtracted from the count rate
at the measurement energy and normalized in order to obtain
the EII cross section, as has been described previously [15].
The uncertainties in the measurement are summarized in
table 1. These uncertainties include an uncertainty of about
3% from the detector efficiency [24] and about 3% from the
electron density [25]. The largest uncertainty is from the ion
current, which was measured using a beam profile monitor
[26]. The calibration of this device fluctuates over time and
must be periodically reestablished. In this case we estimate
that the calibration was accurate to about 15%, leading to a
corresponding 15% uncertainty in the EII cross section. In
some previous work, we have applied a correction to account
for energy dependent changes in the pressure, which modifies
the background rate due to stripping and electron capture
from the residual gas in the ring [14]. Here we found no
significant pressure variation, and so we omit this correction.
The cross section was corrected for the influence of the
merging and demerging sections of the Cooler where the ion
and electron beams are not co-linear by using the method
of [27].
3. Metastables
Metastable levels in the ion beam have been a significant
problem in systems isoelectronic to Fe8+, such as in the
measurements of Ti4+ [28], Cr6+ [29], and Ni10+ [30]. The
measurement of the isoelectronic ion Mn7+ by [31] does not
contain an obvious signal from metastables, but Dere [10]
found that the cross section was much larger than predicted
by theory and so considered the cross section to be unreliable.
For neutral Ar and +K the existing EII measurements do not
show evidence for significant metastable contamination. For
Ar, this is because it is a neutral cold gas and so the
Table 1. Sources of uncertainty.




Ion current measurement 15%
Quadrature sum 16%
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metastable levels were not populated. For the +K measure-
ments, the ions were produced using a heated surface at which
the thermal energy is too small to excite the metastable levels
[32–34].
Although our storage ring measurement has, in the case
of Fe8+, been unable to completely eliminate metastables
from the beam, the long storage time does reduce the number
of problematic metastables to only a few levels. In the fol-
lowing, the discussion of lifetimes is based on the calculations
of [35–37], which are tabulated in the CHIANTI atomic
database [38]. The Fe8+ ground level is 3p S6 1 0. The first
excited level is 3p 3d P5 3 0, which lies 50.3 eV above the
ground level. This level cannot decay to the ground level
through a single photon transition, but instead the dominant
channel is through an E1M1 two photon decay. As a result, it
has an essentially infinite lifetime. In previous work, such
metastables were removed using hyperfine-induced transi-
tions [17, 39], but no hyperfine splitting exists for 56Fe, as the
nuclear spin is zero. The next important metastable level is the
3p 3d F5 3 4 level at 52.8 eV, which has a predicted lifetime of
970 s. Because this is much longer than the TSR storage time,
the metastables cannot be removed from the beam by
delaying the measurements. The 3p 3d F5 3 3 level at 53.2 eV is
also metastable, but with a significantly shorter lifetime of
about 0.9 s. We expect that this last level is removed in our
experiment, but it is important because it decays primarily
into the F3 4 level. Other metastable levels of the 3p 3d5 con-
figuration are also predicted to have shorter lifetimes, for
example the F3 2 at 0.2 s, D1 2 at 0.01 s, and P3 2 at 0.01 s. These
and all other initially excited levels are expected to decay
before data collection begins.
3.1. Simulated level population
We have used several methods to estimate the metastable
fraction in the ion beam. First, we have modeled the relative
level populations over time as described in [40]. We initi-
alized the simulation with a Boltzmann distributed population
at =k T 87 eVB , where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is
the temperature. This is an estimate of the effective temper-
ature of the electrons when the ions are produced in the
stripping foil. Energy levels and radiative electromagnetic
decay rates for all the excited Fe8+ levels were taken from the
tabulated values of [38] and the populations were tracked
using exponentially increasing time steps [40]. For times
>0.1 s, figure 1 shows the evolution of the fractional meta-
stable level populations remaining in the stored ion beam for
the six-pulse injection scheme used in the experiment, with
t=0 corresponding to the end of the last injection. Data
collection began at about 15 s and ended at about 50 s, as
indicated by the vertical dotted lines in the figure. The calc-
ulation shows that the infinite-lifetime P3 0 level is predicted to
have a population of less than 2%. The most important
metastable level is the F3 4 level, which increases in population
initially due to radiative decays from the F3 3 level. From these
simulations, we estimate that the beam would be about 43%
ground level ions and 57% metastables during the data col-
lection period.
3.2. Comparison with theoretical cross sections
An alternative method for estimating the metastable fraction
is to compare the measured EII cross section to the predicted
cross sections from the ground and metastable levels. Here,
we will neglect the P3 0 level, since above we predicted its
population to be small compared to that of the F3 4 level. Then
the total cross section is given by
s s s= + -f f1 , 2I,tot m I,m m I,g( ) ( )
where fm is the metastable fraction and sI,m and sI,g are the
cross sections for ionization from the metastable and ground
levels, respectively.
Theoretical cross sections for ionization from both the
ground configuration and from the metastable 3p 3d5 con-
figuration were previously given by [8]. Those calculations
included direct ionization from all of the n=3 levels and EA
for - l3s 4 transitions for the metastable configuration.
Considering first the ground configuration, the - nl3s tran-
sitions with n 6 can also autoionize, but this was not
included in [8]. Thus, we have extended those calculations for
the ground level by performing a new configuration averaged
distorted wave (CADW) calculation that includes the - nl3s
EA channels for n=6–10. Considering next the metastable
ions, we have mainly relied on the previous calculations of
Pindzola et al [8]. However, as we expect that the metastable
population of the ion beam is dominated by the F3 4 level, we
have recalculated the direct ionization calculation from that
level only rather than using the previous configuration aver-
aged results. For this direct ionization contribution, we found
negligible difference between our new results and those of
Pindzola et al [8]. In order to include the indirect (i.e., EA)
contribution from this level, would require more complex
calculations that would incorporate a detailed study of the
convergence for various n and l levels. That analysis is
Figure 1.Modeled level populations for the ground level 3p S6 1 0 and
the long-lived 3p 3d5 metastable levels. The model assumes an initial
Boltzmann distribution with =k T 87 eVB and accounts for the
injection scheme used in the experiment, with t = 0 representing the
time of the last ion injection into TSR. Data collection began at
t=15 s and ended at »t 50 s. This time interval falls within the
vertical dotted lines in the figure. All levels other than the three
appearing in the figure have decayed within the first 0.1 s.
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beyond the scope of this paper, and so a revision of the
indirect contributions is omitted here.
We have compared our cross section measurements to
the results of these calculations in order to estimate the
metastable fraction during the experiment. Figure 2 shows the
measured ionization cross section compared to the calcula-
tions with four different values of fm. Values of =f 0%m and=f 100%m are illustrated by the dashed–dotted and dashed–
dotted–dotted–dotted curves, respectively.
There is clearly a large contribution to the experimental
cross section from metastables, as can be seen by the presence
of a significant cross section below the ground level threshold
of 233.6 eV. Using equation (2), we performed a least squares
fit to find the value of fm that best fits the measured cross
section and found that = f 30 3%m . This value depends
on the energy range over which theory and experiment are
compared, which is the main contribution to the uncertainty
quoted here. (There is also an unquantified uncertainty arising
from the accuracy of the theoretical calculations.) The thin
dotted lines in the figure indicate the systematic uncertainties
on the total experimental measurement. With =f 30%m , the
theoretical cross section falls mostly within these uncertain-
ties below 300 eV and slightly outside the uncertainties at
higher energies. A problem with this method of quantifying
the metastable fraction is that it implicitly assumes that the
theory is correct. The ability of the experiment to provide a
verification of the calculations is reduced, because the data are
being interpreted using the theory itself.
For comparison, the dashed line in figure 2 illustrates the
predicted cross section if =f 57%m , which is the fraction
predicted based on the radiative decay model discussed
above. This prediction results in a cross section that differs
from the experiment outside of the uncertainties. This might
indicate that the calculation based on radiative decay rates is
in error, possibly because some of the decay rates are
underestimated or because the initial level populations are not
well described by a Boltzmann distribution. Alternatively, it
is possible that the radiative decay calculation is roughly
correct, but that the discrepancy lies with inaccuracy in the
theoretical cross sections.
3.3. Metastable and ground-level beam lifetimes
We have also measured the lifetimes of the ground and
metastable portions of the ion beam. In order to do this, we
measured the ionization and recombination count rates at two
different collision energies as a function of time. One energy
was set to 116 eV, which is below the ionization threshold for
both the metastables and the ground level. The other energy
we used was 201 eV, which is above the threshold for
ionization of the metastables, but below the threshold for
ground level ions. At the lower energy point, the measured
count rate Rlo is due to electron stripping by both ground level
and metastable ions off the residual gas in the vacuum system
= +R C N C N . 3lo m,gas m g,gas g ( )
Here Nm and Ng are the number of metastable and ground-
level ions in the beam. The constants Cm,gas and Cg,gas
describe the rate of stripping collisions between the ions and
the residual gas. These depend on the collision cross section,
residual gas density, interaction length, and ion velocity, all of
which are constant since the ions have a fixed energy of
82.1MeV. The interaction length here is greater than that for
electron–ion collisions, since collisions with the residual gas
can occur along the entire ∼10m leg of the TSR upstream of
the detector. At the higher energy, the count rate includes
ionization from stripping and also some additional counts
from EII of the metastables
= + + = +R C N C N C N R C N ,
4
hi m,gas m g,gas g m,e m lo m,e m
( )
where Cm,e is proportional to the EII cross section, the
electron density in electron beam, and the length of the
interaction region. Note that - µR R Nhi lo m.
Losses from the ion beam are caused by collisions with
the residual gas anywhere in the ring and by electron–ion
collisions in the Cooler. Residual gas collisions can cause
losses through stripping, electron capture, and scattering,
which moves an ion trajectory out of the storage phase space.
Compared to losses from gas collisions, the losses from
electron–ion collisions are negligible. At these energies, Rhi is
only about 10% larger than Rlo, indicating that most counts
are due to stripping with little contribution from EII. Although
we do not discuss recombination in detail here, the recom-
bination count rates were also not very different between
these two energies. This implies that that most recombination
counts come from electron capture off the residual gas or that
the electron–ion recombination rate does not vary between
these two collision energies. A more detailed analysis of loss
rates has been presented by Schippers et al [39].
Figure 2. Filled circles show the measured Fe8+ EII cross section
and the thin dotted curves indicate the systematic uncertainties. The
other curves indicate the cross section for different fractions of the
3p 3d6 metastable configuration using the theoretical predictions of
Pindzola et al [8] and our new CADW calculations for the ground
level (see text for details). These fractions range from 100%
metastables (dashed–dotted–dotted–dotted curve); to 57% meta-
stables (dashed curve), corresponding to the fraction given by the
radiative decay model; to 30% metastables (solid curve), which is
the best fit found by comparing theory to experiment; to 0%
metastables (dashed–dotted curve).
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Electron–ion collisions are actually much less important
than the above 10% estimate based on the detector count rates
suggests. This is because electron–ion collisions occur only
over a 1.5m section of TSR, whereas residual gas collisions
occur over the entire 55.4m circumference of TSR. Taking
into account the »0.03 ratio of these length scales, electron–
ion collisions cause less than 0.3% of the beam losses and can
be neglected.







, 5m m,g m,gas m( ) ( )
where Am,g is the total decay rate, radiative and collisional,
from the metastable level to the ground level and Am,gas is the
loss rate from charge-changing and scattering collisions with
the residual gas. The above expression neglects collisional
excitation from the ground level to the metastable level, the
justification for which is discussed below. The number of
ground level ions changes as
= -N
t





m,g m g,gas g ( )
Equation (5) implies that
= - +N t N 0 e , 7A A tm m m,g m,gas( ) ( ) ( )( )
We can fit an exponential function to -R Rhi lo in order to
determine the rate º +A A Am m,g m,gas. The resulting fit is
shown in figure 3. Note that a single exponential decay
provides a very good fit, as can be seen in the residuals in the
lower panel of figure 3. This provides some justification for
our neglect of collisional excitation from the ground level;
although given the uncertainties, collisional excitation cannot
be ruled out. If such excitation were important, N tm ( ) would
depend on N tg ( ) and would require a multiple exponential fit.
From the fit, we found = A 0.034 0.001m -s 1, which
corresponds to a storage lifetime of about 29 s.
From equations (6) and (7) we find that
= +- -N t c ce e , 8A t A tg 1 2m g,gas( ) ( )
where c1 and c2 are parameters that are constant in time and
depend on the initial ground and metastable level populations.
Their values are not important here, because we are only
interested in loss rates. Both Rlo and Rhi are then just a sum of
two exponentials, with one following a decay rate Am and the
other ºA Ag g,gas. In order to determine the value of Ag, we
performed a fit using a sum of two exponential decays to the
data for Rlo and Rhi. Since the value of Am has already been
determined, this value is fixed. There are then three
parameters for the fit, a proportionality constant for each
exponential term and the rate Ag. The uncertainty on Am was
propagated into the uncertainty on the fitted value for Ag by
performing the fit 2000 times and taking the fixed value Am
from a normal distribution with mean and standard deviation
equal to the values given above. An example of the fit for Rlo
is given in figure 4. We found = A 0.061 0.002g , or a
storage lifetime of about 16 s.
These results suggest that the storage lifetime of the
metastables in the ion beam is actually longer than that of the
ground level ions. This is in contrast to what is expected from
the slow radiative decays of the metastable levels to the
ground level. It is also unexpected considering that a more
loosely bound electron in a metastable level can be striped off
more easily than a tightly bound one in the ground level. One
possible explanation is that the cross section for collisions
between the ground level ions and the residual gas is larger
than for the metastables, though the precise loss process that
Figure 3. Symbols with error bars show the difference in the count
rate on the ionization detector at the energies 201 eV (hi) and 116 eV
(lo) as a function of time. The solid line illustrates a single
exponential fit to this decay. The residuals are plotted in the lower
panel, and imply that a single exponential does fit these data. The
fitted decay rate is 0.034±0.001 -s 1 and reflects the loss of
metastable ions from the beam.
Figure 4. The symbols indicate the count rate on the ionization
detector at a collision energy of 116 eV, below the ionization
threshold for either ground or metastable ions. Thus, these counts
come from collisions with the residual gas in the vacuum system.
The vertical lengths of the symbols show the s1 statistical
uncertainties on each point. The solid curve is a fit to the data that is
the sum of two exponentials. The part of the decay due to metastable
losses is fixed at 0.034±0.001 -s 1. Fitting determines the loss rate
for ground level ions to be 0.061±0.002 -s 1 (see text for details).
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would lead to the different beam lifetimes is unclear. Alter-
natively, it may be that collisional excitation from the ground
state populating the metastable level is important. Since we
know that residual gas collisions lead to ionization through
stripping, we expect that some degree of excitation from the
ground to the metastable level should also occur. The effects
of this excitation might be reduced by collisional deexcitation.
In view of all the various simultaneous effects to be con-
sidered, our data are insufficient to quantify these rates.
A slower decay rate for the metastables as compared to
the ground level ions implies that the fraction of metastables
in the beam is increasing over time. A typical energy scan of
the ionization cross section lasted for about 30 s in this
experiment. Given the above lifetimes, the metastable fraction
would increase by a factor of about 1.4 over this time.
Assuming that the initial metastable fraction at the end of the
cooling period is 30%, the metastable fraction at the end of
the measurement cycle would be 42%.
There is evidence that the metastable fraction grows
during the measurement in the cross sections themselves.
Figure 5 shows the EII cross section derived from energy
scans progressing in opposite directions. The solid curve
shows the result obtained from scans with increasing energy
over time, which was the precedure used for all other parts of
our analysis. The dotted curve illustrates the results from a
test run where the energy was decreasing over time during the
energy scan. We find that at low energies the cross section in
the decreasing energy scan is greater but that at high energies
the cross section for the scan with increasing energy is
greater. This is consistent with the metastable fraction
increasing during data collection. The cross section for EII
from the metastable level is calculated to be greater than that
for the ground level and so the increasing metastable fraction
causes the cross section measured towards the end of data
collection to be larger due to the larger fraction of meta-
stables. Quantitiatively, we find that the integrated cross
section between the metastable EII threshold and the ground
state threshold is a factor of »1.3 larger for the scan with
decreasing energy compared to those with increasing energy.
This implies a factor of 1.3 increase in the metastable fraction
during data collection, which is roughly consistent with the
value of 1.4 that we would expect based on the beam lifetime
analysis.
To summarize, the metastables in this experiment are
problematic in two ways. First, the measured cross section is
the sum of a ground state and a metastable cross section. This
makes the interpretation of the cross section ambiguous
without an accurate estimate of fm. The second issue, is that it
appears that fm is increasing by a factor of about 1.3 during
the measurements. This results in some distortion to the
measured cross section. We expect that the only significant
metastable level contribution to be from the F3 4 level, which
we estimate varies from »f 0.3m up to » 0.4 in the beam
during the measurement. Since we lack a more precise value,
we estimate the uncertainty in the cross section due to the
metastables taking a constant value of =f 0.3m .
4. Cross section
Figure 6 shows the estimated ground level EII cross section
for Fe8+. The filled circles in figure 6 show the experimental
results, which have been corrected to remove, as far as pos-
sible, the contribution of the metastables. For this correction,
we have assumed a 30% metastable fraction and subtracted
0.3 times our calculation for the theoretical metastable cross
section from the experimental data. Then the resulting cross
section was rescaled by multiplying by a factor of
-1 1 0.3( ) to obtain the estimated cross section for
Figure 5. EII cross section for Fe8+ obtained from energy scans
conducted with the energy increasing over time from low to high
energy (solid curve) compared to that obtained from scans with the
energy decreasing with storage time from high to low energy (dotted
curve). These results suggest that the metastable fraction of the ion
beam increases during the course of the experiment by a factor of
about 1.3.
Figure 6. EII cross section for Fe8+ (filled circles) corrected by
subtracting an estimated 30% metastable contribution. The dotted
curves illustrate the s1 systematic uncertainties due to the ion current
measurement. The total systematic uncertainties are larger and
unquantifiable due to the uncertainties associated with the meta-
stables. Statistical uncertainties are indicated by the error bars on
selected points. The dashed curve illustrates the cross section from
Arnaud and Raymond [9], the solid curve shows the cross section
given by Dere [10], and the dashed–dotted curve indicates our
updated CADW calculations.
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ionization from the ground level. The small dotted curves
indicate the systematic uncertainties due to the ion current
measurement and the error bars illustrate the statistical
uncertainties. Because the uncertainties associated with the
metastables are large and difficult to quantify, the actual
systematic errors are larger than implied in the figure.
We compare our experimental results to several theor-
etical predictions. The dashed curve in figure 6 shows the
recommended cross section of Arnaud and Raymond [9],
which is based on the calculations of Younger [41] and
Pindzola et al [8]. The solid curve illustrates the cross section
calculated by Dere [10] and the dotted–dashed curve is our
present CADW calculation. All of the theory curves lie above
the experimental result by »15%–40% over the measured
range. This may indicate that theory overestimates the EII
cross section. An alternative explanation is that the estimated
metastable fraction is different from 30%, which would also
imply some inaccuracy in the theory for the metastable EII
cross section that formed the basis for this value of the
metastable fraction.
One detail that can be seen, is the presence in our mea-
sured cross section of an EA contribution at about 650 eV.
This is most likely due to excitation from the n=2 level to
the 3d level [8] and is included in [9], however the channel
was omitted from the calculations of [10]. Those calculations
did, however, include EA from excitations from n=2 to
n=4 and 5, but we find those contributions to be very small
as we do not clearly detect them in the experiment.
We have found previously that EA contributions from
n=3 excitations are important for other Fe ions with a 3s 3pq2
configuration L-shell Fe ions [15, 16, 18, 19], and this is also
true here. In figure 6 the effect of this EA channel can be seen
near the ionization threshold, where the present CADW cross
section increases more rapidly than either the Arnaud and
Raymond [9] or Dere [10] cross sections. The CADW calc-
ulation includes - nl3s EA for =n 6 10– . These EA channels
are omitted from [9]. Dere does include - l3s 4 and - l3s 5
channels, but these are below the ionization threshold and do
not contribute to the cross section. With the addition of the
- nl3s channels for =n 6 10– , our new theoretical calcul-
ation better matches the slope of the measured cross section
near the ground state ionization threshold. However, more
detailed calculations are still needed, because we have assumed
here a branching ratio of unity for all of the EA channels and
therefore likely overestimate the contribution from 3s EA.
5. Summary and outlook
We have measured the EII cross section for Fe8+ forming
Fe9+ using the TSR ion storage ring. For this ion, the
3p 3d F5 3 4 metastable level has a long lifetime and could not
be removed by storing the ions in TSR. Based on an estimate
using theoretical predictions for the metastable cross section,
we estimated that the metastable fraction was ~30% at the
start of measurements. However, ground level ions appear to
be removed from the beam preferentially so that the meta-
stable fraction actually grows during measurement. As a
result, the metastable fraction for portions of the measurement
could then be as large as 42%.
Our measurements suggest several discrepancies between
experiment and the theoretical calculations that are most
commonly used in the analysis of astrophysical spectra
[9, 10]. First, we find that the 2–3 EA channel is present in the
measurement, as predicted by [8] and should not be omitted
from calculations. Second, - nl3s EA channels appear to be
necessary to match the slope of the measurement near the
ground state ionization threshold. Finally, the overall mag-
nitude of the ground level EII calculations may overestimate
the cross section, although this inference is especially sensi-
tive to the metastable fraction and other systematic
uncertainties.
A more detailed and less ambiguous comparison with
theory could be performed by reducing the large metastable
fraction in the ion beam. In order to remove the metastables, it
is necessary to store the ions for a long enough time, ∼1000 s,
so that the F3 4 level could radiatively decay to the ground
level. At the same time, collisions with the residual gas need
to be avoided because such collisions appear to increase the
fraction of metastables relative to ground level ions and
because they reduce the overall beam lifetime.
These conditions may be met using the cryogenic storage
ring (CSR) currently being commissioned at the Max-Planck-
Institut für Kernphysik [42, 43]. CSR is cooled using liquid
helium to below 10 K so that the whole vacuum chamber
operates as a cryopump. The resulting residual gas density is
<103 -cm 3, which permits beam lifetimes of 103 s. A new
cryogenic particle detector system has also been developed
that will be suitable EII and recombination measure-
ments [44].
Future measurements of Fe8+ EII using CSR may resolve
the problem with metastables in the ion beam and obtain
unambiguous EII data for this ion. Such data are needed as
there are currently no measurements for EII of Ar-like ions
from charge states higher than singly ionized potassium that
are not affected by significant metastable fractions [10].
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